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Atlas of Craniocervical Junction

transoral endoscopic

and Cervical Spine Surgery

approaches to the

Stefano Boriani 2017-05-09

craniocervical junction and

This atlas documents current

posterior and anterior

surgical approaches to the

approaches to the cervical

craniocervical junction and the

spine, are then explained and

cervical spine, providing step-

illustrated with a view to

by-step guidance on procedures

providing the surgeon with a

and cervical spine stabilization

clear reference that can be

techniques. Opening chapters

used in the operating room. In

present essential information on

addition, practical advice is

anatomy, depict pathologies

offered on the treatment of

with the aid of illustrative cases,

potential complications,

describe the role of imaging

postoperative management, and

techniques in patient evaluation,

rehabilitation. This book will be

and discuss surgical

of value not only to

instrumentation and patient

neurosurgeons but also to

positioning. The different

orthopedists, ENT surgeons,

techniques employed in this

neurologists, and physiatrists.

delicate anatomic region,

Cumulated Index Medicus 1999

including transnasal and

Spinal Imaging Johan W.M. van
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Goethem 2007-12-27 -

points are presented in this

Comprehensive, up-to-date

book as clearly as possible and

textbook on the imaging of

are illustrated with detailed high

frequently encountered spinal

quality artwork.

disorders - Richly illustrated -

Arthroscopic and Endoscopic

All imaging modalities

Spinal Surgery Parviz Kambin

considered, e.g. plain film,

2005-06-17 This authoritative

multidetector CT and MRI -

and highly illustrated guide to

Designed to ensure ease of

arthoscopic and endoscopic

use, with a logical structure and

surgery describes and illustrates

extensive index

state-of-the-art techniques and

Manual of Spine Surgery Uwe

approaches that are currently

Vieweg 2012-10-23 The

used for the treatment of painful

success of any spinal operation

spine pathologies and the

depends on good definition of

prevention of postsurgical failed

the indications, consideration of

back syndrome. The authors

the contraindications, technical

demonstrate step-by-step how

and organizational factors, good

minimally invasive techniques

operating technique and correct

are performed in spinal surgery

preoperative preparation and

and how anatomical structures

positioning of the patient. These

appearing through an
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endoscope can help in the

treasure trove of 3D illustrations

diagnosis and recognition of

and animations that virtually

various anatomical structures of

brings the aspiring minimally

the spine.

invasive spine surgeon into the

Minimally Invasive Spine

operating room alongside their

Surgery Luis Manuel Tumialan

professor. The text starts with a

2020-10-01 Unique resource

discussion of open spine

provides spine surgeons with

surgery versus minimally

the right tools and mindset to

invasive procedures and the

perform minimally invasive

optimal mindset required to

surgery Minimally Invasive

convert from one to the other.

Spine Surgery: A Primer by Luis

The book is divided into lumbar,

Manuel Tumialán is the ideal

cervical, and thoracic spine

introduction to minimally

sections, and a fourth section

invasive spine approaches,

dedicated to the fundamentals

especially for neurosurgery and

of fluoroscopy and radiation

orthopedic residents, fellows,

exposure. The text begins with

and spine surgeons who want

an overview, history, and

to incorporate minimally

evolution of each procedure,

invasive approaches into their

followed by a discussion of the

practice. The Primer offers a

anatomical basis for using a
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minimally invasive approach.

approach Cervical procedures

Each anatomical section starts

encompass posterior

with the least complicated

foraminotomy, laminectomy,

surgeries, thereby laying the

and anterior discectomy Superb

foundation for more complex

illustrations, high-fidelity

procedures discussed in

anatomical animations based on

subsequent chapters. The third

computer modeling, and

section focuses on thoracic

procedural videos enhance

decompression, nerve sheath

understanding of minimally

tumors in the lumbar and

invasive spine principles This

thoracic spine, and

unique, single-author Primer is

management of metastatic

a must-have resource for early-

disease and intradural

career spine surgeons who wish

extramedullary lesions. Key

to learn minimally invasive

Features Single-authored text

principles, as well as veteran

provides uniform readability and

surgeons who have a desire to

philosophy—cover to cover

incorporate minimally invasive

Lumbar approaches include

spine surgery into clinical

microdiscectomy, laminectomy,

practice.

transforaminal interbody

MRI Principles of the Head,

fusions, and the transpsoas

Skull Base and Spine J.C.
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Tamraz 2002-01-01 In this text

to radiologists involved in MR

atlas of neuroimaging the

interpretation, neuroradiologists

author provides a review of the

seeking an up-to-date review,

pathologies and diseases that

and all workers in the field of

affect the head, brain, skull

diagnostic and therapeutic

base, face, spine, and cord.

neurology.

The case presentation format of

Atlas of Postsurgical

this handbook covers the

Neuroradiology Daniel Thomas

important clinical and

Ginat 2017-06-23 This book,

neuropathological aspects of

now in a revised and updated

the disease process. The book

second edition, remains a

contains 350 selected

unique reference on

pathologies, represented in 750

postoperative neuroimaging. It

high resolution MR images. It

is designed as a guide that will

also covers the aspects of

familiarize the reader with the

neurological disorders and the

radiological features of various

fundamental aspects of the

types of surgical procedures,

physics of magnetic resonance,

implanted hardware, and

spectroscopy, as well as a

potential complications. Specific

review of MR techniques. Given

topics covered include imaging

its scope, this book is of interest

after facial cosmetic surgery;
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orbital and oculoplastic surgery;

images and concise

sinus surgery; scalp and cranial

descriptions. It will be of value

surgery; brain tumor treatment;

for neuroradiologists,

psychosurgery,

neurosurgeons, and

neurodegenerative surgery, and

otolaryngologists wishing to

epilepsy surgery; skull base

deepen their knowledge of the

surgery, including

imaging correlates of

transsphenoidal resection;

postsurgical findings and to

temporal bone surgery,

improve their ability to interpret

including various ossicular

images correctly.

prostheses; orthognathic

Atlas of Anatomy of the

surgery; head and neck

Peripheral Nerves Philippe

oncologic surgery, including

Rigoard 2017-09-11 This

neck dissection and flap

innovative atlas focuses on

reconstruction; CSF diversion

peripheral nerves and provides

procedures and devices; spine

a brand new approach

surgery; and vascular and

compared to regular anatomy

endovascular neurosurgery. The

books. Using a modern 3D

book is written by experts in the

approach, it offers an alternative

field and contains an

to conventional anatomical

abundance of high-quality

structures. It reviews all the
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anatomy and the morphology of

process. After a detailed

these structures from an original

evaluation of the

point of view. In these three-

morphofunctional anatomy of

dimensional diagrams, as well

the peripheral nerves, the

as in the watercolor drawings

authors present a collection of

enhanced with a 3D inlay, each

relevant data on neuromuscular

type of nerve is depicted in a

transmission, both from

minute detail. The atlas

classical and recent literature,

simplifies the anatomy and

ranging from the central and

make it easy and

peripheral nervous system to

understandable by allowing

the effector muscle. This

readers to develop a mental

information offers a basis for

“real-time 3D GPS”. The

understanding the physiology,

integration of MRI sections

the pathology, and the repair

related to the drawings and the

prospects of peripheral nerves

descriptions of the main nerve

from a purely theoretical point

injuries provide medical

of view.The book is divided into

students with a flexible but

three main parts: - Fundamental

effective transition to the

notions: from

radiological interpretation and

immunohistochemistry to limb

furthers the clinical learning

innervation- The upper limb: the
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brachial plexus and related

Rhee 2019-06-26 Part of the

peripheral nerves- The lower

popular Tips and Tricks series,

limb: the lumbosacral plexus

Emory Spine: Illustrated Tips

and related peripheral nerves

and Tricks in Spine Surgery

This atlas also features 261

provides succinct and practical

outstanding full-colour 2D and

advice acquired from years of

3D illustrations. Each picture

expert practice in spine surgery.

has been designed in 2D and

Led by John M. Rhee, MD from

3D with a combination of the

the Emory University

original editor’s personal

Department of Orthopaedic

drawings/paintings and 3D-

Surgery and Emory University

modeling tools. This book is a

Spine Fellowship, this visually

valuable resource for anyone

stunning reference focuses

studying medicine,

exclusively on detailed

anaesthesiology, neurosurgery,

descriptions of technical tips

spine surgery, pain, radiology or

and tricks for all aspects of

rheumatology and is also of

spine surgery. This unique

high interest to the whole

approach will be highly useful to

medical community in general.

everyone from orthopaedic and

Emory's Illustrated Tips and

neurosurgery spine fellows and

Tricks in Spine Surgery John

residents, to practicing spinal
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surgeons – anyone who would

through the use of multiple

benefit from exposure to the

imaging modalities and

wisdom that experienced

advanced techniques that allow

attending surgeons pass on to

visualization of structures not

those who are training or

possible with conventional MRI

working in this complex field.

or CT. A series of unique full-

Imaging Anatomy of the Human

color structural images derived

Spine Scott E. Forseen, MD

from 3D models based on

2015-12-17 An Atlas for the

actual images in the book

21st Century The most precise,

further enhances understanding

cutting-edge images of normal

of spinal anatomy and spatial

spinal anatomy available today

relationships. Written by two

are the centerpiece of this

neuroradiologists who are also

spectacular atlas for clinicians,

prominent educators, the atlas

trainees, and students in the

begins with a brief introduction

neurologically-based medical

to the development,

specialties. Truly an ìatlas for

organization, and function of the

the 21st century,î this

human spine. What follows is

comprehensive visual reference

more than 650 meticulously

presents a detailed overview of

presented and labelled images

spinal anatomy acquired

acquired with the full
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complement of standard and

atlas elevates conventional

advanced modalities currently

anatomic spine topography to

used to visualize the human

the cutting edge of technology.

spine and adjacent

It will serve as an authoritative

structuresóincluding x-ray,

learning tool in the classroom,

fluoroscopy, MRI, CT, CTA,

and as a crucial practical

MRA, digital subtraction

resource at the workstation or in

angiography, and ultrasound of

the office or clinic. Key

the neonatal spine. The vast

Features: Provides detailed

array of data that these modes

views of anatomic structures

of imaging provide offer a wider

within and around the human

window into the spine and allow

spine utilizing over 650 high

the reader an unobstructed view

quality images across a broad

of the anatomy presented to

range of imaging modalities

inform clinical decisions or

Contains several examples of

enhance understanding of this

the use of imaging anatomic

complex region. Additionally,

landmarks in the performance

various anatomic structures can

of interventional spine

be viewed from modality to

procedures Contains

modality and from multiple

extensively labeled images of

planes. This state-of-the-art

all regions of the spine and
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adjacent areas that can be

surgical field and complex

compared and contrasted

anatomy never "seen" during

across modalities Serves as an

surgery. It also provides greater

authoritative learning tool for

insights into the subtleties of

students and trainees and

both open and technically

practical reference for clinicians

demanding minimally invasive

in multiple specialties

spine surgery techniques.

Pocket Atlas of Spine Surgery

Unlike many large spine surgery

Kern Singh 2018-01-10 Pocket

atlases, this is the perfect, on-

Atlas of Spine Surgery, 2nd

the-go, pocket-size resource for

Edition by Kern Singh and

busy spine surgeons who work

Alexander Vaccaro is unique in

in any clinical setting. From the

its presentation, utilizing

cervical to lumbar spine, 21

multilayered visuals to delineate

concise chapters reflect the

the most commonly performed

collective technical expertise of

spine procedures. High-

internationally renowned spine

definition intraoperative

surgeons. Easy-to-follow

photographs are juxtaposed

guidance is provided on

with translucent anatomic

fundamental open and

drawings. This facilitates

minimally invasive techniques,

visualization of both the entire

including pedicle screw
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placement, fusion, discectomy,

neurosurgeons, and surgical

corpectomy, foraminotomy,

trainees will discover an

laminoplasty, and laminectomy.

indispensable and friendly white

Each procedural chapter

coat reference for everyday

focuses on the importance of

practice. The visually rich atlas

accurate visualization, adequate

will also benefit physician

homeostasis, and impacted

assistants, surgical nurses, and

anatomical structures. Insightful

all practitioners involved in the

tips, pearls, and potential pitfalls

operative care of spine surgery

throughout the book expedite

patients.

acquisition of knowledge Nearly

Atlas of Spinal Imaging

200 detailed, clearly labeled

Phenotypes Philip Louie

images of common spine

2021-03-23 Spine-related pain

procedures provide invaluable

is the world’s leading disabling

anatomical and clinical

condition, affecting every

guidance Expanded insights on

population and a frequent

positioning in spine surgery

reason for seeking medical

Added discussion of surgical

consultation and obtaining

challenges, including warnings

imaging studies. Numerous

and descriptions of internervous

spinal phenotypes

planes Orthopaedic surgeons,

(observations/traits) and their
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respective measurements

discovery, novel diagnostics

performed on various spine

and biomarker discovery, and

imaging have been shown to

outcome predictions. Features

directly correlate and predict

step-by-step instructions on

clinical outcomes. Atlas of

performing the radiographic

Spinal Imaging Phenotypes:

measurements with examples of

Classifications and

normal and pathologic images

Radiographic Measurements is

to demonstrate the various

a comprehensive visual

presentations. Presents clinical

resource that highlights various

correlation of the phenotypes as

spinal phenotypes on imaging,

well as the radiographic

describes their clinical and

measurements with landmark

pathophysiological relevance,

references. Includes validated

and discusses and illustrates

classification systems that

their respective measurement

complement the phenotypes

techniques and classifications.

and radiographic

Helps readers better

measurements. Complies the

understanding spinal

knowledge and expertise of Dr.

phenotypes and their imaging,

Dino Samartzis, the preeminent

and how today’s knowledge will

global authority on spinal

facilitate new targeted drug

phenotypes who has discovered
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and proposed new phenotypes

computerised navigation

and classification schemes; Dr.

systems broadening the range

Howard S. An, a leading expert

of surgical procedures that can

in patient management and at

be carried out with similar

the forefront of 3D imaging of

efficacy as traditional open

various spinal phenotypes; and

spinal surgeries, without the

Dr. Philip Louie, a prolific

significant burden on the patient

surgeon who is involved in one

recovery and rehabilitation. This

of the largest machine learning

book thoroughly reviews the

initiatives of spinal phenotyping.

preclinical and clinical data on

Minimally Invasive Spinal

minimally invasive spinal

Surgery Kai-Uwe Lewandrowski

surgery and describes and

2018-03-13 This book provides

illustrates the current effective

a timely, comprehensive and

techniques. An authoritative,

evidence-based review of

international team of

minimally invasive surgery of

contributors add their clinical

the cervical, thoracic and

experience and expertise to

lumbar spine. Minimally invasive

provide a clear, authoritative

techniques are now aided by

and practical guide. The book is

more advanced endoscopic

organised in four sections

instruments, video, and

covering cervical, thoracic and
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lumbar spine regions with a

didactic style establishes the

final section on the latest

fundamentals of spinal anatomy

advances in technologies and

and disease as a basis for

the cost-effectiveness of current

understanding diagnostic

treatments.

strategies and surgical

MRI Atlas Martin Weyreuther

management. By combining

2007-04-14 This

descriptions of the clinical

interdisciplinary atlas is the fruit

manifestation of spinal disorders

of cooperation among

with the corresponding MRI

radiologists, orthopedic

findings, the book develops a

surgeons, traumatologists, and

meaningful approach to the

neurosurgeons. Clinically

interpretation of MRI of the

oriented, it covers all important

spine.

diseases and injuries of the

MRI of Degenerative Disease of

spine. Numerous illustrations

the Spine Paola D'Aprile

are supplemented by concise

2014-11-08 This richly

descriptions of anatomy and

illustrated case-based atlas

pathophysiology, normal and

thoroughly depicts the role of

abnormal MRI appearance,

MR imaging in the assessment

diagnostic pitfalls, and the

of patients presenting with pain

clinical significance of MRI. The

due to degenerative disease of
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the spine and will serve as an

and posterior perispinal

excellent guide to differential

muscles. Each example is

diagnosis. Importantly, generic

supported by clinical data, and

radicular compression is the

a series of unusual cases are

main reason for the painful

also presented. MR study

symptomatology in only a

protocols include T2-weighted

limited number of cases, and

sequences with fat saturation

this book illustrates and

and contrast-enhanced T1-

emphasizes how various

weighted sequences with fat

anatomic elements of the spine

saturation to allow better

can be responsible. The

visualization or highlighting of

imaging features of a range of

various inflammatory changes in

disorders involving both the

the spine. Radiologists,

anterior and posterior elements

neuroradiologists,

of the spine are described,

neurosurgeons, orthopedists,

including active inflammatory

and rehabilitation physicians will

osteochondrosis, atypical

all find this atlas a valuable

herniated discs, facet joint

asset in their practice.

disorders, spondylolysis, and

Imaging Spine After Treatment

degenerative-inflammatory

Tommaso Scarabino

changes of the spinal ligaments

2013-11-09 This book reviews
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in detail the role of

radiography, CT, and MRI are

neuroradiological imaging in the

then documented in detail on

evaluation of patients who have

the basis of a large series of

undergone surgery or

clinical cases, with a wealth of

interventional radiology

images. Guidance is provided

procedures, and particularly its

on selection of one or a

value in the documentation of

combination of imaging

normal and pathological post-

modalities. This book will be an

treatment changes, detection of

invaluable clinical and research

complications, and follow-up.

tool not only for

The opening sections describe

neuroradiologists but also for

pretreatment images in various

neurosurgeons, and

conditions, including trauma,

interventional radiologists.

degenerative disc disease, and

MRI Essentials for the Spine

osteoporosis, and the different

Specialist A. Jay Khanna

types of neurosurgical and

2014-05-30 MRI Essentials for

interventional treatment that

the Spine Specialist is a

may be used. The post-

comprehensive textbook that

treatment appearances of

details the complex MRI

normal sequelae and

anatomy of the spine and the

complications on conventional

spectrum of pathological
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findings in patients with spinal

their understanding of the

disorders. Covering basic

concepts presented Practical

concepts such as the physics of

and focused review of how

MRI and normal MRI anatomy

other imaging modalities

of the spine as well as

correlate with and complement

advanced MRI techniques, this

MRI Common Clinical

book will help clinicians develop

Questions with answers and

a systematic approach to the

detailed explanations in each

accurate interpretation of spine

chapter This text will be an

MRI studies. Key Features:

important resource for spine

Region-specific and concept-

surgeons, interventional and

specific chapters systematically

non-interventional pain

covering what the spine

specialists, interventional

specialist must master All

radiologists, neurologists, sports

chapters written by spine

medicine specialists, and any

surgeons, interventional pain

other physicians or allied health

specialists, and radiologists,

professionals with an interest in

specifically for clinicians More

the management of patients

than 450 MR images and 80

with spinal disorders. It is also

instructive illustrations to help

an excellent reference for

readers visualize and clarify

diagnostic radiologists who
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interpret spine MRI studies and

handbook is a concise, compact

would like to gain a better

guide on key principles of spine

understanding of the associated

surgical knowledge — from the

clinical aspects.

atlanto-occipital joint to the

Spine Essentials Handbook

coccyx. It provides both

Kern Singh 2019-01-07 A

professionals and medical

unique, visually appealing, and

trainees with user-friendly,

easy-to-read guide on spinal

insightful text gleaned from the

anatomy, pathology, and

hands-on insights of seasoned

management The management

spinal surgeons. Core

of patients with spinal

fundamentals cover spine

conditions involves a team-

anatomy, clinical evaluations,

based approach, with

spine imaging, diagnostic spine

professionals and trainees

tests, and select spine

contributing through their

procedures. Common surgical

respective roles. As such,

approaches are delineated in

medical trainees need

succinct bulleted text,

resources that enable them to

accompanied by case studies

quickly and adeptly learn spine

and radiographic pathology.

"basics," such as performing

This format is conducive to

spinal examinations. This

learning and provides an ideal
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spine surgery review for

Handbook: A Bulleted Review

medical students, postgraduate

of Anatomy, Evaluation,

trainees participating in spine

Imaging, Tests, and Procedures

rotations, and residents. Key

is a must-have resource for

Highlights The only book on

orthopaedic and neurosurgery

spinal pathology and

residents and medical students.

management created with

It will also benefit physiatrists,

contributions from medical

spine practitioners, orthopaedic

students and residents High-

and neurosurgical trainees and

impact citations and questions

nurses, and chiropractors.

at the end of each chapter

Video Atlas of Spine Surgery

highlight key topics Detailed

Howard S. An 2020-05-30 A

drawings, diagrams,

high-yield and comprehensive

radiographic images, and MRIs

text-and-video resource for

elucidate and expand upon

managing commonly

chapter topics Tables provide a

encountered spinal conditions

quick reference, with concise

Spine surgery has experienced

information including impacted

several paradigm shifts during

anatomy, nerves, and

the past few decades, with

procedural maneuvers utilized

highly complex techniques

in exams Spine Essentials

introduced at an astoundingly
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rapid pace. In order for new

book begins with discussion of

generations of spine surgeons

physical exam maneuvers used

to stay current and thrive in this

to accurately diagnose specific

innovative era of spine surgery,

spinal pathologies. Subsequent

access to diverse multimedia

chapters detail extensive spine

learning tools is imperative.

surgery techniques for

Video Atlas of Spine Surgery by

managing degenerative cervical

renowned spine surgeon and

and lumbar conditions. The

educator Howard An and Rush

remaining chapters cover spinal

University Medical Center

cord, cervical, and

colleagues Philip Louie, Bryce

thoracolumbar injuries;

Basques, and Gregory Lopez, is

idiopathic, degenerative, and

a cutting-edge resource for non-

early-onset scoliosis; kyphosis;

operative and operative

spondylolisthesis; spinal

management of a diverse

infections and inflammatory

spectrum of cervical, thoracic,

disorders; and thoracic disc

and lumbar spine conditions.

disorders. Key Features

Consisting of 19 chapters, the

Concise, bulleted text and

text is streamlined to facilitate

consistent chapter outlines

learning the most important

feature epidemiology and

steps for each procedure. The

prevalence, pathogenesis,
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clinical presentation, image

the Brain and Spine Scott W.

findings, classification,

Atlas 2009 Established as the

conservative and surgical

leading textbook on imaging

management, techniques,

diagnosis of brain and spine

postoperative care, and more A

disorders, Magnetic Resonance

myriad of meticulous diagrams

Imaging of the Brain and Spine

and illustrations, spinal imaging

is now in its Fourth Edition. This

and photographs, and 50 high-

thoroughly updated two-volume

quality spine surgery videos

reference delivers cutting-edge

maximize learning Technical

information on nearly every

pearls, case examples, and

aspect of clinical

board-style orthopaedic surgery

neuroradiology. Expert

questions at the end of each

neuroradiologists, innovative

section optimize comprehension

renowned MRI physicists, and

and retention of information

experienced leading clinical

This remarkable resource is a

neurospecialists from all over

must-have for orthopaedic and

the world show how to generate

neurosurgery residents and

state-of-the-art images and

fellows, as well as practicing

define diagnoses from crucial

spine surgeons.

clinical/pathologic MR imaging

Magnetic Resonance Imaging of

correlations for neurologic,
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neurosurgical, and psychiatric

neuroanatomic structures not

diseases spanning fetal CNS

visible with traditional radiologic

anomalies to disorders of the

methods. Unlike the classic

aging brain. Highlights of this

method of spatial reading,

edition include over 6,800

which is valid only with the

images of remarkable quality,

particular brain under

more color images, and new

consideration, the proportional

information using advanced

grid creates a frame of

techniques, including perfusion

reference applicable to all

and diffusion MRI and functional

brains being examined. This is

MRI. A companion Website will

especially beneficial for clinical

offer the fully searchable text

studies,

and an image bank.

electroencephalographic

Co-planar Stereotaxic Atlas of

investigations, and statistical

the Human Brain Jean

computations. Special features

Talairach 1988-01-01 In this

of the book include: A full,

superb atlas, the distinguished

three-dimensional atlas of the

authors offer the proportional

human brain A series of

grid system of brain imaging.

anatomic sections done for the

This unique process makes it

frontal, horizontal, and sagittal

possible to localize

planes Practical examples for
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use in neuroradiologic

Musculoskeletal MRI covers the

examinations and basal lines

entire musculoskeletal system

forming a frame of reference

and related conditions, both

that defines orientation and

common and rare. The text is

spatial position of structures

neatly divided into sections

within the cerebral mass. This

based on the major anatomic

stereotaxic process is designed

divisions. Each section

to maximize accuracy, reliability,

discusses anatomic

and safety. The information in

subdivisions or joints, keeping

this valuable atlas is essential

sections on normal anatomy

for all radiologists, neurologists,

and pathologic findings close to

neurosurgeons, and all

each other, allowing radiologists

specialists involved in the

to easily compare images of

neurosciences. Use this

normal and pathologic findings.

practical mapping tool for

With more than 4000 high-

understanding the pathologic

quality MR images, information

processes of the human brain.

is presented in an easy-to-read

Cervical Spine Pier Paolo Maria

bulleted format, providing the

Menchetti

radiologist with all the

Musculoskeletal MRI Asif

information required to make an

Saifuddin 2016-03-23

informed diagnosis in the
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clinical setting. The new edition

discussed and compared with

also includes a complimentary

the outcome of more than 300

eBook as well as access to

surgeries of this region. The

image downloads.

surgical procedures are

Comprehensive and user-

demonstrated step-by-step in

friendly in its approach, the

instructive drawings and

book provides every radiologist,

illustrations describing the

both consultant and trainee,

approach, technique of implant

with increased confidence in

introduction and spine

their reporting.

reconstruction. A special focus

Reconstruction of Upper

is on realtime and virtual

Cervical Spine and

navigation techniques as well

Craniovertebral Junction Petr

as potential complications and

Suchomel 2010-11-25 An

their avoidance.

illustrative manual for general

The Axis Vertebra Demetrios S.

spine surgeons, this text atlas

Korres 2014-07-08 The axis

covers all currently available

(second cervical) vertebra is of

techniques of upper cervical

special interest owing to its

spine and craniovertebral

particular anatomy,

junction reconstruction. All the

biomechanics, and position in

surgical risks and benefits are

the spine. Despite this, the role
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of the axis in the function of the

the personal experience and

cervical spine and the nature of

expertise of the contributing

its involvement in trauma and

authors, enhanced by up-to-

other pathological conditions

date information drawn from the

are still not completely

literature, and will appeal to a

understood. This book covers

range of practitioners.

all aspects of the axis vertebra

Orthopedic Physical Assessment

and its disorders. Embryologic

David J. Magee, BPT, PhD, CM

development, normal anatomy,

2013-12-04 Newly updated, this

and biomechanics of the axis

full-color text offers a rich array

and upper cervical spine are

of features to help you develop

first discussed, and imaging

your musculoskeletal

appearances explained with the

assessment skills. Orthopedic

aid of standard radiographs and

Physical Assessment, 6th

images obtained using

Edition provides rationales for

advanced techniques.

various aspects of assessment

Congenital anomalies, fractures,

and covers every joint of the

infections, and tumors (benign

body, as well as specific topics

and malignant) are then

including principles of

discussed in depth in individual

assessment, gait, posture, the

sections. The book is based on

head and face, the amputee,
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primary care, and emergency

assessment techniques and

sports assessment. Artwork and

special tests. The use of icons

photos with detailed

to show the clinical utility of

descriptions of assessments

special tests supplemented by

clearly demonstrate assessment

evidence - based reliability &

methods, tests, and causes of

validity tables for tests &

pathology. The text also comes

techniques on the Evolve site

with an array of online learning

The latest research and most

tools, including video clips

current practices keep you up to

demonstrating assessment

date on accepted practices.

tests, assessment forms, and

Evidence-based reliability and

more. Thorough, evidence-

validity tables for tests and

based review of orthopedic

techniques on the EVOLVE site

physical assessment covers

provide information on the

everything from basic science

diagnostic strength of each test

through clinical applications and

and help you in selecting

special tests. 2,400 illustrations

proven assessment tests. A

include full-color clinical

Summary (Précis) of

photographs and drawings as

Assessment at the end of each

well as radiographs, depicting

chapter serves as a quick

key concepts along with

review of assessment steps for
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the structure or joint being

assess and treat

assessed. Quick-reference data

musculoskeletal conditions.

includes hundreds of at-a-

NEW! Online resources include

glance summary boxes, red-flag

video clips, assessment forms,

and yellow-flag boxes,

text references with links to

differential diagnosis tables,

MEDLINE® abstracts, and

muscle and nerve tables, and

more. NEW! Video clips

classification, normal values,

demonstrate selected

and grading tables. Case

movements and the

studies use real-world scenarios

performance of tests used in

to help you develop assessment

musculoskeletal assessment.

and diagnostic skills. Combined

NEW! Text references linked to

with other books in the

MEDLINE abstracts provide

Musculoskeletal Rehabilitation

easy access to abstracts of

series - Pathology and

journal articles for further

Intervention, Scientific

review. NEW! Forms from the

Foundations and Principles of

text with printable patient

Practice, and Athletic and Sport

assessment forms can be

Issues - this book provides the

downloaded for ease of use.

clinician with the knowledge and

NEW! Updated information in all

background necessary to

chapters includes new photos,
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line drawings, boxes, and

rotation or used for quick

tables. NEW! The use of icons

reference before a patient

to show the clinical utility of

workup or operation.

special tests supplemented by

Thoroughly revised and

evidence - based reliability &

updated, it not only provides the

validity tables for tests &

high-yield information you must

techniques on the Evolve site.

know, but also gives you a

Orthopaedic Surgery Essentials:

practical understanding of

Spine Christopher M. Bono

treatment options for a wide

2016-06-20 Designed to provide

variety of spinal problems.

all the information needed by

Neurosurgical Operative Atlas

residents during spine surgery

Philip A. Starr 2009

rotations, this long-awaited

Comprehensive coverage of the

second edition is your go-to

latest techniques in functional

source of essential information

neurosurgery Part of the second

on every key aspect of spine

edition of the classic

surgery. Written by established

Neurosurgical Operative Atlas

and upcoming leaders and

series, Functional Neurosurgery

pioneers in the field, this single-

provides step-by-step guidance

volume resource can easily be

on the innovative and

read cover to cover during a

established techniques for
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managing epilepsy, pain, and

radiosurgery for movement

movement disorders. This atlas

disorders. Highlights: New

covers the current surgical

chapters on the evolving

procedures, providing concise

indications for deep brain

descriptions of indications and

stimulation, frameless

surgical approaches, as well as

neuronavigation techniques,

recommendations for how to

and interventional MRI-guided

avoid and manage

treatments More than 650 high-

postoperative complications.

quality images demonstrating

The authors describe the

anatomy and surgical steps

underlying physiological

Consistent format in all chapters

principles and state-of-the art

to enhance ease of use Ideal

recording techniques that are

for neurosurgeons and

used for brain localization. This

residents, this operative atlas is

edition addresses topics that

a practical surgical guide that

are rarely covered in other

will serve as both a reference

texts, including motor cortex

and a refresher prior to

stimulation for neuropathic pain,

performing a specific procedure.

novel technical approaches for

Series description The

insertion of deep brain

American Association of

stimulator electrodes, and

Neurological Surgeons and
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Thieme have collaborated to

accuracy with Problem Solving

produce the second edition of

in Pediatric Imaging, a new

the acclaimed Neurosurgical

volume in the Problem Solving

Operative Atlas series. Edited

in Radiology series. This

by leading experts in the field,

concise title offers quick,

the series covers the entire

authoritative guidance from

spectrum of neurosurgery in five

experienced radiologists who

volumes. In addition to

focus on the problematic

Functional Neurosurgery, the

conditions you’re likely to

series also features: Neuro-

see—and how to reach an

Oncology, edited by Behnam

accurate diagnosis in an

Badie Spine and Peripheral

efficient manner. Addresses the

Nerves, edited by Christopher

practical aspects of pediatric

Wolfla and Daniel K. Resnick

imaging—perfect for

Pediatric Neurosurgery, edited

practitioners, fellows, and senior

by James Tait Goodrich

level residents who may or may

Vascular Neurosurgery, edited

not specialize in pediatric

by R. Loch Macdonald

radiology, but need to use and

Problem Solving in Pediatric

understand it. Integrates

Imaging E-Book Sarah Milla

problem-solving techniques

2022-01-27 Optimize diagnostic

throughout, addressing
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questions such as, "If I see this,

a clear picture of what to look

what do I need to consider?

for when interpreting studies.

What are my next steps?"

Illustrations conveying normal

Presents content in a highly

anatomy help you gain an in-

useful, real-world manner, with

depth perspective of each

sections on conventional

pathology.

radiography in the ED, NICU,

Teaching Atlas of

PICU, and CICU; fluoroscopy;

Musculoskeletal Imaging Peter

body imaging; and

L Munk 2011-01-01 The latest

neuroradiology. Imaging

addition to the popular Teaching

findings are merged with

Atlas series, Teaching Atlas of

clinical, anatomic,

Musculoskeletal

developmental, and molecular

Imagingprovides a complete

information to extract key

overview of the most common

diagnostic and therapeutic

manifestations of

information. Contains a section

musculoskeletal disorders as

on special topics with chapters

well as the most important rare

on radiation safety and quality

diseases. Internationally

assurance. Features hundreds

recognized authors guide the

of high-quality color images and

reader through multi-modality

anatomic drawings that provide

imaging approaches for 130
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problems, which are grouped

and MRI enables clinicians to

according to broad categories,

select the best combination of

including internal joint

multiple imaging modalities for

derangement, tumors, infection,

each case-Bullet-point lists of

avascular bone, trauma,

Pearls and Pitfalls guide

arthritis, and prostheses. Each

readers through diagnosis and

case provides concise

help them avoid errors in image

descriptions of the presenting

interpretation-900 images

signs, radiologic findings,

demonstrate key aspects of

diagnosis, and differential

common and rare disease

diagnosis. Up-to-date

manifestations, providing an

information on musculoskeletal

invaluable cross-reference tool

pathology and the current

for clinicians managing live

management strategies,

casesIdeal for rapid reference

including the latest

and review, this atlas is an

interventional radiology

invaluable resource for

techniques, make this atlas an

clinicians and residents in

outstanding reference for daily

radiology, orthopedics,

practice.Highlights:-Essential

interventional musculoskeletal

information on the use of

radiology, as well as those in

radiography, ultrasound, CT,

musculoskeletal pathology,
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rheumatology, and sports

revised and updated Second

medicine.

Edition of this text is part of the

Minimally Invasive Spine

popular Lippincott Williams &

Surgery Burak Ozgur

Wilkins MRI Teaching File

2009-10-08 Minimally Invasive

Series. The book presents 100

Spine Surgery is a beautifully

actual case studies that cover a

illustrated atlas describing the

wide range of spinal disorders

18 most widely accepted

and demonstrate the use of

minimally invasive procedures

current MRI techniques to aid in

in spine surgery. Written by

diagnosis.Each case study is

leaders in both neurologic and

illustrated with high-resolution

orthopedic spine surgery, this

MR images and presented in an

book offers the most up-to-date

easy-to-follow format on a two-

material and the broadest

page spread. On the left-hand

perspective on the subject.

page are the images and the

Procedures range from simple

clinical history. On the right-

to complex and cover the

hand page are concise

cervical, thoracic and lumbar

descriptions of the radiographic

regions of the spine.

findings, the diagnosis, and the

MRI of the Spine Jeffrey Stuart

pathology. This format is ideal

Ross 2000 The thoroughly

for teaching readers how to
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interpret MR images or for

resource can be read cover to

everyday reference at the view

cover during a rotation or used

box.

as a quick reference before a

Spine Christopher M. Bono

patient work-up or procedure.

2004 "Fifty-six American and

Annotation : 2004 Book News,

Canadian specialists in spinal

Inc., Portland, OR

surgery contribute to a text

(booknews.com)"--[source

providing residents with the

inconnue].

information needed during spine

Neurosurgery Christianto B.

surgery rotations. Thirty-four

Lumenta 2009-12-01 In a

chapters are organized into

specialized field such as

sections covering examination

neurosurgery, highly specific

and diagnostics, trauma,

knowledge is required. Training

infection, tumors, degenerative

programs in the EU vary,

disorders, spinal deformity,

making it difficult to standardize

metabolic and inflammatory

medical training. This manual

disorders, and surgical

forms the basis for a European

approaches. Illustrated with

consensus in neurosurgery. It is

photographs and diagrams,

written for residents, students

algorithms, lists, charts, and

and physicians with a special

tables throughout the text, this

interest in neurosurgery.
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Diagnostic and therapeutic

medical care for their patients,

procedures are detailed

and will also provide the

according to localization

neurosurgery resident with a

(cranial, spinal, peripheral

reliable European standard for

nerves) with special

step-by-step management of

consideration given to

neurosurgical problems, which

congenital defects and pediatric

will prove useful when preparing

neurosurgical disorders,

for the board examination.

functional and stereotactic

Atlas of Interventional

neurosurgery, as well as critical

Orthopedics Procedures, E-

neurosurgical care. Each

Book Christopher J. Williams

chapter contains the basics of

2022-02-25 The field of

anatomy and physiology. The

interventional orthopedics is

book is well-organized and

changing the landscape of

clearly structured according to

orthopedic care as patients

each entity and its

seek less invasive options for

neurosurgical treatment options.

the treatment of common

A better understanding of

conditions like arthritis, rotator

specific neurosurgical problems

cuff tears, and degenerative

will help practicing

disc disease. Offering easy-to-

neurosurgeons provide better

follow, step-by-step guidance on
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both peripheral joint and spinal

fluoroscopy, MRIs, procedural

procedures, Atlas of

images, and unique anatomical

Interventional Orthopedics

illustrations drawn by a physical

Procedures is the first reference

medicine and rehabilitation

to provide this practical content

physician. Covers need-to-know

in one authoritative, user-

topics such as autologous

friendly text. Abundantly

orthobiologics, allogenic tissue

illustrated and easy to read, it

grafts, prolotherapy, and

presents simple to advanced

principles of fluoroscopy and

injection skills covering all

ultrasound injection techniques.

orthopedic and physical

Offers several ultrasound and

medicine procedures using up-

fluoroscopy images for each

to-date imaging techniques.

procedure, as well as step-by-

Presents foundational

step descriptions and the

knowledge for interventional

authors’ preferred technique.

orthopedics as well as

Walks you through general

ultrasound and x-ray guided

injection techniques such as

techniques for both peripheral

interventional spine procedures,

joint and spinal procedures.

peripheral joint injections, and

Features nearly 1,000 high-

spinal and peripheral ligament,

quality images including

tendon, and nerve techniques;
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advanced techniques include

Clinical Imaging of Spinal

intraosseous injections, needle

Trauma Zoran Rumboldt

arthroscopy, perineural

2018-03-31 A concise, case-

hydrodissection, and emerging

based clinical resource on the

interventional techniques.

topic of imaging in spinal

Provides an up-to-date review

trauma, highly illustrated

on regenerative medicine for

throughout.

musculoskeletal pathology from

New Trends in Craniovertebral

editors and authors who are

Junction Surgery Massimiliano

leading physicians in the field.

Visocchi 2019-01-05 This issue

Follows the core tenets of

of Acta Neurochirururgica

interventional orthopedics,

presents the latest surgical and

including injectates that can

experimental approaches to the

facilitate healing of

craniovertebral junction (CVJ). It

musculoskeletal tissues, precise

discusses anterior midline

placement of those injectates

(transoral transnasal), posterior

into damaged structures using

(CVJ craniectomy laminectomy,

imaging guidance, and the

laminotomy, instrumentation

eventual development of new

and fusion), posterolateral (far

tools to facilitate percutaneous

lateral) and anterolateral

tissue manipulation.

(extreme lateral) approaches
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using state-of-the-art supporting

fluoroscopy helps to recognize

tools. It especially highlights

residual compression. Under

open surgery, microsurgical

normal anatomic conditions,

techniques, neuronavigation,

there are virtually no surgical

the O-arm system,

limitations to endoscopically

intraoperative MR,

assisted CVJ and this issue

neuromonitoring and

provides valuable information

endoscopy. Endoscopy

for the new generation of

represents a useful complement

surgeons involved in this

to the standard microsurgical

complex and challenging field of

approach to the anterior CVJ: it

neurosurgery.

can be used transnasally,

iSpine Michael J. DePalma, MD

transorally and transcervically;

2011-03-28 iSpine is unique in

and it provides information for

its presentation of interventional

better decompression without

spine, employing a disease-

the need for soft palate splitting,

based or specific structure

hard palate resection, or

injury model. Expert clinicians

extended maxillotomy. While

take you through theÜ full

neuronavigation allows

gamut of painful spine

improved orientation in the

conditions, detailing historical

surgical field, intraoperative

features, clinical presentation,
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diagnostic testing, imaging

neurosurgery, internal medicine,

studies, and the latest treatment

and rheumatology - reflecting

interventions. Spine

the multidisciplinary nature of

biomechanics and ergonomic

outcomes-oriented interventional

principles are also covered to

spine care. iSpine belongs on

promote strategies for reducing

the shelf of any clinician

spine strain and minimizing the

practicing high-yield state-of-

risk of recurrent injury.

the-art interventional spine

Containing hundreds of

medicine, using the best

fluoroscopic images and other

available evidence to accurately

illustrations, iSpine provides a

diagnose, optimally treat, and

practical, procedural approach

minimize the healthcare costs

to the diagnosis and treatment

associated with these disorders.

of painful spine disorders. The

Features of iSpine Include:

contributing national and

Technical instructions for

international authors are drawn

performing procedures including

from multiple specialties -

hundreds of fluoroscopic

including physiatry,

images and other illustrations

anesthesiology, radiology,

Chapters discuss innovative

biomechanical engineering,

new technologies and spinal

physical therapy, orthopedics,

applications, such as intradiscal
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biologic agents for degenerative

sections - head and neck, upper

lumbar discs and augmentation

extremity, lower extremity,

of pelvic insufficiency fractures

abdomen/pelvis with trunk and

Critical analysis of the literature

chest, and cervical, thoracic and

on interventional spine care

lumbosacral spine - chapters

Chapters written by

present a concise summary and

internationally recognized

move on to a description of the

experts

most common symptoms,

Musculoskeletal Sports and

etiology, epidemiology and/or

Spine Disorders Stuart B. Kahn

common causes if traumatic in

2018-02-08 Fulfilling the need

nature. The best and most

for an easy-to-use resource on

accepted diagnostic tests are

managing musculoskeletal

illustrated, along with

disorders and sports injuries,

recommended evidence-based

this book provides differential

medicine and what may be

diagnostic workups with

done based on community

recommended gold standard

standards of care. Treatment

evaluations that lead to a

options will be listed in order of

simple and accurate diagnosis,

the most conservative to the

followed by first-line treatment

most aggressive. This complete

options. Organized by five

reference will provide primary
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care, physiatry, and ER

students a simple and practical

physicians, residents, PA’s and

approach for clinical and
academic use.
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